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CHAPTER 2 

Seeking God Always: Step 2 

Seek God’s Kingdom and Wisdom 

  

As Christians, we should be seeking God’s kingdom first and obtain the 

understanding and the wisdom of God’s word in everything that we do on 

a daily basis. It should be a lifestyle for Godly living. It says in … 

Matthew 6:33 - But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his 

righteousness; … by doing this first, there are many blessings waiting for 

you, and God wants to bless us abundantly! I am not just talking about the 

worldly blessings; primarily, I am talking about the spiritual blessings. 

Then all those other things; shall be added unto to you. These are (material 

things) even the overflow that comes after seeking God’s kingdom first. 

 
Take Authentic Positive Action 

Speak It, Believe It, Receive It, Live It 

 
This seeking of God’s kingdom is seeking his word diligently and 

continually! Not only do we obtain the knowledge of His Word, but a 

clear spiritual understanding, and spiritual wisdom from it. Well, we 



should be obtaining wisdom from His (God’s) Word; but that is not 

always the case. One of the keys here is the understanding (In the Spirit). 

Once you obtain a spiritual understanding, you are now setting the course 

for true S.U.C.C.E.S.S. to take place supernaturally in your life! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Be the Vessel 

What is a vessel? We can define the word vessel as … “a person regarded 

as holder or receiver of something, especially something nonmaterial: a 

vessel of grace or even a vessel of wrath.” We could continue to say that it 

is “a person seen as the agent or embodiment, as of a quality; a vessel of 

mercy.” What are we saying here? You/I/We are the vessel! We carry the 

Word, God’s Word, and the Holy Spirit, and the anointing is on the inside 

of you. What are you carrying within you today? Do not be the wrong 

vessel because this can hinder the S.U.C.C.E.S.S. that God has for each 

one of us if one desires it. Just like a car, drive yourself over to God’s side.  

 

Decree a Thing 

What is decree a thing? The Hebrew word Davar, translates, as "words are 

things." Words are containers or packages with creative forces that have 

the ability to manifest or create things not seen, into things one can see. In 

addition to this: Now Faith (For Asking in the Heart ™) is always 

working. Yes, the words that we speak (right now) can come to life in our 

future when one starts to speak words into the spiritual realm and the 

earthly realm as well. It does not matter if the results we produce is bad 

results or good results. Remember, words are things! This should make 

most people really sit back and say, “Wow, I did not know that or even 

think about it in that manner.” It says in … Job 22:28(a) - Thou shalt also 

decree a thing, and it shall be established unto thee: In other words, speak 



(word or thing) and what you/I/we speak (words) shall come to life. What 

does “thee” mean in the previous scripture? It means “you.” It is the 

objective case of the second pronoun thou; used as the direct object of a 

verb. This decree that we are talking about is to give an official order (a 

word and/or thing) with the power of legislation issued by a rule or person 

with authority! God has given us dominion over the things of this earth, 

power to speak things into existence just as He (God) gave Jesus Christ. 

God has already stated his Divine Will. Since God already stated it in His 

(God) Word, it shall happen, “come to pass.” Proclaim is announcing 

something publicly or formally. 

 

Now one should get revelation, and an understanding of how important it 

is that what we speak is very powerful. It starts with words! This is very 

true when it comes to the Written Word of God. For the born again 

believer it should be clear, but what about the unbeliever? Would you like 

some proof? Let us look at the scriptures, first out of the New Testament. 

It says … In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, 

and the Word was God. John 1:1 KJV – Ladies and gentlemen, it starts 

with the (word). Jesus spoke the word because Jesus is the “Word of God” 

and Christ is Logos (“Word”). We are the expression and communication 

of the word just like Jesus Christ. Now let us cross the bridge and head 

over to the Old Testament. This is where it all began. It became an idea 

from God and then God spoke it into existence. It says … 3 (a) And God 

said, (b) Let there be light: (c) and there was light. Genesis 1:3 KJV –  



The start of this scripture is saying … “And God said”… this is the first of 

highly spoken (“words are things”) structured series of succinct and 

formulaic sentences expressing the creative commands of God. In other 

words, God’s word brings forth creation. Let us break this down on how 

God spoke (“words are things”) into existence. 

 

Each command consists of … 

1. An announcement, “God said” 

2. A creative command, “Let there be” 

3. A summary word of accomplishment, “And it was so” 

4. A descriptive word of accomplishment, “The Earth brought 

forth” 

5. A descriptive blessing, “God blessed” 

6. An evaluative approval, “It was good” 

7. A concluding temporal framework, “numbering each day” 

 

Again, one should be getting revelation knowledge or spiritual 

understanding (in the spirit). God has given us the ability to decree, or 

speak (“words are things”) into existence just like He (God) did and His 

only begotten son Jesus did. Your S.U.C.C.E.S.S. depends on obedience to 

the Written Word of God, the many steps and processes, and one of those 



steps is speaking the right kind of faith filled (“words”), positive words the 

(Word of God) so that your S.U.C.C.E.S.S. comes supernaturally. One of 

the many things that Christians must understand and apply in their 

lifestyle is that spiritual laws are always working! We just need to learn 

how to tap into those laws in the spiritual realm.  Earthly laws are always 

working as well, and play a role in the manifestation of material things 

into the physical or earthly realm. 

 

Take Authentic Positive Action 

Speak It, Believe It, Receive It, Live It 

 

What Are You Decreeing 

The scriptures that were just read stating that when you decree or speak 

(“words are things”), you are speaking it into existence and you will bring 

it to life, and because you spoke it, the results will be manifested 

sometime in the future.  It does not matter if the words you spoke were 

bad or good. Words can kill, destroy or they can build up and create! To 

produce good fruit one has to start speaking the right kind of words! Are 

you aware that the type of words you speak releases power into the 

spiritual and earthly realm? The power of the tongue can bring forth death 

and or life into one’s spiritual and physical existence.  Again, let’s take a 

look at what God’s Word says… 20 A man's [moral] self shall be filled 



with the fruit of his mouth; and with the consequence of his words he must 

be satisfied [whether good or evil]. 21 Death and life are in the power of 

the tongue, and they who indulge in it shall eat the fruit of it [for death or 

life]. Proverbs 18:20, 21 AMP  

 

What is God’s word saying to us here? One can speak spiritual death into 

his/her own life, and those people that are around them; which include 

ones physical life as well! There are consequences for speaking the wrong 

words, remember, “Words are things” just like there are benefits and/or 

blessings for speaking the right words, (“words are things”). The power of 

spoken words, which God gave us, is something that one must pay close 

attention too. The effects can be eternal to one’s salvation, and on this 

earth. There is an account of every idle word humankind speaks. It is also 

important to say or (speak) what you believe, and believe what you say 

(speak) when it comes to speaking the Written Word of God. If you do not 

believe it, then do not speak it! Be aware that faith and belief is always 

working and it does not matter if your faith and belief is in producing bad 

fruit or good fruit. Either way there will be manifestation of one or the 

other. Decide right now to change your vocabulary by speaking … 

 

 

 



“Words are things” 

They Are Containers of Power 

 

Take Authentic Positive Action 

Speak It, Believe It, Receive It, Live It 

 

… The Written Word of God so that it is engrafted; and deeply rooted in 

your heart, and mind. When someone plants a tree, it has to grow down 

into the soil first in order to take root, and then it grows many times its 

normal size from the inside out. When you combine, the Written Word of 

God and the promises of God, then apply these powerful principles of the 

scriptures, and decree them power, authority, faith, believing it, receiving 

it, and living it, your life shall change, and you will activate your divine 

destiny on purpose; then the manifestation of your S.U.C.C.E.S.S. will 

take place supernaturally. 

 

Do not continue to decree, speak, or talk about what has already 

manifested into your life. Start decreeing and speaking what has not 

manifested to correct the thing you did not want in your life by changing 

what you say your vocabulary, and your words. Your words are like 

packages, they carry power. Be careful, the delivery of word packages can 

be damaging to one’s internal being or to others. Word packages carry a 



spiritual death, a physical death, and destruction, or it can deliver 

creativity, building up someone or, spiritual and physical life! So, if you 

do not desire to receive the wrong package, do not send it! As a sender of 

word packages, make sure the right type of word packages reach the 

receiver! Remember this; one can be a receiver of his or her own word 

package. 

 

The Image Is On the Inside of You 

The image is on the inside of you. Each person that walks or has walked 

the face of this earth has the ability by God to form images on the canvass 

of his or her mind. One question you should ask yourself is what type of 

images I am forming from my past. What type of images am I forming 

now? One must be careful with the forming of past images they can keep 

you from moving forward. Form the right type of images now! God has 

given all of us a very powerful gift. Would you like proof of this gift? 

Review the book of Genesis 11:6 (b) and this they begin to do: and now 

nothing will be restrained from them, which they have imagined to do. 

The (Imagined to do) means, “They purposed.” The descendants of the 

son of Noah formed an image or images in their mind that they could build 

the tower of Babel. If you can see it on the inside of the canvass of your 

mind, it can and will become a blueprint and manifest into this earthly 

realm. The Written Word of God says… and whatsoever ye shall loose on 

earth shall be loosed in heaven. Matthew 18:18 KJV  



The power of this gift is an untapped ability or authority that very few of 

us utilize in the right manner. There are unsaved men and women who use 

what is in the Bible for their own self-gain, however, as saved believers 

we will not use it in a manner that God desires for us to use it. The 

majority of the time we are on automatic to create the things that we do 

not desire to manifest into our lives and be unaware of it. Awareness is a 

key!  

 

One must not allow negative images to form on the canvass of his or her 

mind; one must form positive images! Just think if we decided to use our 

God given gift, the imagination for the right reasons on purpose! Here is a 

back-to-the-future moment. Do you remember when you were a child… 

and how you could purposely form images on the inside of your mind, and 

then you began to create with action what you were seeing? Can you 

remember your mom saying; he or she has a vivid imagination? Watch 

this: when the descendants of Noah began to create this blueprint from the 

images formed on the inside of their mind, it caused them to start doing 

something external so that the manifestation came forth in the earthly 

realm. The imagination is so powerful!  

 

Yes, the LORD confounded their language so they did not understand 

each other or another’s speech and then the LORD scattered them. God 

saw what was about to take place. Again, can you see how powerful this 



is? This is not about the confounded language or the scattering of the 

people; it is about the ability of what they (Imagined to do.) The 

descendants of Noah had high expectations, and an awesome imagination!  

 

What are three keys one can apply? 

1. Form the right images: “…Imagine doing” 

2. Get it on the inside of you: “…allow it to become a blueprint” 

3. The right actions: “…once it is deeply rooted on the inside of the heart 

and mind, take authentic action by allowing the Holy Spirit to lead you” 

 

Now that you have the right blueprint created, and it is on the inside of 

you and has become part of your innermost being, it is time to activate the 

right type of now faith; with the Written Word of God so that one 

produces the right type of results! 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What Type of Images 

Are You Forming 

On The Canvass of Your Mind 
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Faith – For Asking In The Heart ™ 

What is right “now faith”? Its confidence or trust in a person or thing 

according to the dictionary. According to the Bible … Now faith is the 

substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen. Hebrews 

11:1 KJV – Belief, confidence, trust that does not rest on logical proof or 

material evidence but substance is what we physically experienced by the 

five sensory mechanisms. We should focus on the evidence of things not 

seen – spiritual manifestation, the anointing first, and then those things 

that are material, that we desire and hope for will come out of obedience 

to the Written Word of God. What we must remember is that faith is 

always operating, right now! Faith is (For Asking in the Heart.) What does 

this mean? What we ask for with a believing heart, mind, and the right 

attitude shall happen, “come to pass.” It does not matter if what we are 

asking for from our heart and mind is for bad things or good things. This 

(Law of Faith) is always working. Because faith is working, the 

manifestation of things you are asking for shall happen/come to pass. 

Please wake up to this (Law of Faith) because if your faith is in the wrong 

person or thing, which is not of God, there can be eternal ramifications, 

spiritually, and in the natural.  

 

Put your faith, trust, and belief in those things of God. It says in God’s 

Word … For with the heart a person believes (adheres to, trusts in, and 

relies on Christ) and so is justified (declared righteous, acceptable to God), 



and with the mouth he confesses (declares openly and speaks out freely his 

faith) and confirms [his] salvation. Romans 10:10 – AMP: We must apply 

the principles of the Written Word of God as a divine security system to 

encrypt and guard our heart and mind by the renewal of it. – Do you desire 

for your S.U.C.C.E.S.S. to manifest supernaturally? If so, then apply 

God’s principles to your lifestyle now! You know, faith really is (For 

Asking in the Heart!)… 
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